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Abstract  
 

    Email is one of the instant forms of business communica-

tion. As the usages of email continue, unrequested bulk 

emails called spam emails also growing continuously. Mil-

lions of spam mails are sent over internet every day to tar-

geted population to advertise services and products. These 

annoying unsolicited Commercial emails occupy storage 

space in the server and consume network bandwidth in large 

amount. Recently image spam becomes widespread and does 

a lot of harm. It is observed that one out of every six emails 

is a spam mail and this rate is growing rapidly. The effective 

removal of these spam mails is mandatory. Spam emails 

need to be classified and separated from ham mails, as they 

are the source of financial loss and annoyance for the recipi-

ents. Most of the supervised machine learning methods uses 

either header-based or content-based features for the classi-

fication of spam mails. In this paper we present a technique 

to classify both text and image spam mails using Artificial 

Neural Network with negative and positive weight measures. 

OCR tool is used to extract text data from the image.  
 

Keywords: ANN (Artificial Neural Network), Image spam, 

OCR.    
 

Introduction 
 

    In the recent years the mass of undesired mails called 

spam mails has increased fabulously. These often considered 

junk. mails or junk postings. Spams are mostly the adver-

tisements for some product sent to a mailing list or news-

group .   

 

    In addition spam also consumes a lot of network band-

width. Consequently, there are many organizations, who 

have taken it upon themselves to resist strongly against spam 

with a variety of techniques. But there is truly negligible that 

can be done to prevent spam, because the Internet is public.  

However, some policies are undertaken to prevent spammers 

from spamming their infuriating advertisements.  

 

    To detect spam based on the textual content of the email, 

many text-based anti-spam approaches have been proposed, 

such as Bayesian filters and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

filters. However, these approaches soon lost their effective-

ness because spammers have introduced a trick to embed 

junk information into images. See the example of normal 

image spam shown in Fig.1.  Anti-spam filters are posing a 

great challenge in detecting these spam emails where adver-

tisement text embedded in images [1]. Text-based spam fil-

tering techniques are failed to detect the spammer’s new 

approach. Spammer’s advertisements have become a part of 

an embedded image file attachment rather than the body of 

the e-mails.   

 

     Statistics says, up to 25% of spam being sent today con-

tains images and this number is gradually increasing. There-

fore, to detect image-based spam it is desirable to develop 

systems. One of the possible ways to detect image-based 

spam is a pipeline of an optical character recognition (OCR) 

system [11] that extracts text embedded in the image, fol-

lowed by a text classifier to separate advertising text from 

genuine content.  

 

    Accuracy, flexibility and speed are the main features that 

characterize a good OCR system. Several algorithms for 

character recognition have been developed based on feature 

selection.  The performance of the systems has been con-

strained by the dependence on font, size and orientation.  

The recognition rate in these algorithms depends on the 

choice of features.  Most of the existing algorithms involve 

extensive processing on the image before the features are 

extracted that results in increased computational time. 

 

 
 Figure 1. Spam Images 
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Figure 2. Normal images  

 

Related Work 
  

    Today’s internet world is facing many challenges for im-

age spam classification [5]. Many algorithms have been pro-

posed for classifying spam and legitimate emails [6].   The 

fidelity of the spam classifiers introduced by service provid-

ers are handled by the spammers through various randomiza-

tion techniques.  However many spam classification ap-

proaches have been put forth by the researchers to assist the 

developers of anti-spam detectors.  

 

    Liu Yang et al. [7] proposed a scheme for filtering the 

image spam based on the method of spam behavior recogni-

tion filtering.  A model is developed based on Bayes tech-

nique which identifies spam according to the behavior of 

mail sent. This approach adopts filtering of spam by several 

stages, by utilizing the least risk of Bayes technique in order 

to recognize the image spam as early as possible.  

 

    Ngo Phuong et al. [8] proposed a method which uses an 

edge-based feature vector. These vectors can be computed 

efficiently, to represent major shape properties of the image 

instead of extracting embedded text from an image. A vector 

of similarity measures is computed from an image to a small 

set of gold standards. These similarity vectors are then 

served as input for SVMs training and classification. Due to 

less expensive image processing and text recognition steps 

this method is fast. 

 

    Chao Wang et al. [9] proposed a two stage method for a 

feature extraction scheme which concentrates on low-level 

image features such as Type, Size, Width, Height and Bit 

Depth of image, which can perform classification rapidly.  

First by getting image features, which contains file proper-

ties, color features and texture properties, it runs a one-class 

SVM classifier with RBF kernel to classify image spam in 

the second stage.  

 

    Xiao Mang Li et al. [10] proposed a hierarchical anti-

spam framework, which adopts multiple techniques. It in-

cludes text classification, image processing and Optical 

Character Recognition in different layers which consist of 

filtering module and data module. The four filtering layers 

are formed in a hierarchical manner and are managed by the 

controlling unit. Each layer is capable of making filtering 

decisions. The data module provides data support for deci-

sion making process. Text localization and obscuring detec-

tion are utilized to improve the recognition rate of the OCR 

tool and to detect obscured image spam. 

 

The Pitfalls of Spam Emails 
  

    Email is viewed as the widest and most convenient appli-

cation for transferring message on Internet. With the fast 

development of Email services, spam messages are increas-

ing rapidly, and the contents of spam messages are related to 

all aspects of life. The numbers are very large. The problems 

of spam messages has been seriously disrupting people's 

normal work and life. Spam messages brought a very bad 

influence on social harmony. 

 Biggest nuisance  on the net which affect the  social 

stability 

Spam messages are causing serious problems which flood 

our email boxes in quick time. Companies are wasting much 

time on detecting and removing spams.  

 To interfere with normal communication 

Spam messages can be send in mass, so the transmission 

time will take up network bandwidth, causing congestion, 

affecting the performance of the network and people's nor-

mal communication. 

 Targeting Social sites 

Blogging software (Blog) places comments repeatedly to 

various blog posts openly. Spammers take advantage of this 

open nature of comments and provide links to the spammer's 

commercial web site. The most common technique involves 

posting pornographic links. Online dating can be fixed on 

the comments section of profiles. Bots to post messages is 

another repeatedly used technique along with enticing text 

and images on random user’s profiles, consistently sexually 

suggestive messages. 

 

Dataset 
    Two datasets are used in the system. SpamAsssassin [11] 

and SpamArchieve [12] . For text based  spam detection, 

SpamAsssassin is the open source dataset which contains 

700 text based spam mails of various Category. 

SpamAssassin has a modular architecture that allows other 

technologies to be quickly wielded against spam and is de-

signed for easy integration into virtually any email system. It 

is an intelligent email filter which uses a diverse range of 

tests to identify unsolicited bulk email. 
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    For image based spam detection, SpamArchieve [10] is 

the open source dataset. The SpamArchive dataset was ran-

domly downloaded from the SpamArchive website. In the 

SpamArchive dataset, 25000 spam images. Many emails did 

not have images explicitly attached, but they provided links 

to the images. 

 

Methodology 
  

The methodology of spam classification is based on the 

figure below: 

 

 
Figure 3. Proposed System 

 

    The proposed method mainly concentrates on the body of 

the email which generally contains spam words to target the 

users. In this work two datasets are considered. One is a 

spam assassin dataset of 500 mails having mixture of spam 

and non-spam mails and another is a spam archives dataset 

having 700 spam images. The email contents are analyzed 

and the lists of words are weighted according to their proba-

bility of being a spam oriented word.  Based on the value of 

cognitive load we differentiate between spam and ham 

mails. 

 

A. Black Listing and White listing 

     All those web pages and domain that are widely known 

for sending spam mails and are not trusted, go onto the black 

list. If a domain that matches from this list, the mail is pre-

dicted spam without any further processing. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Black List 

B. Words Extraction from Image 

    Image spam is a kind of email spam where the message 

text of the spam is presented as a picture in an image file. 

The image is passed through the google's open source library 

Tesseract, and words are extracted from it.  Optical Charac-

ter Recognition, or OCR, is a technology that enables you to 

convert different types of documents, such as scanned paper 

documents, PDF files or images captured by a digital camera 

into editable and searchable data. In OCR processing, the 

bitmap is analyzed for light and dark areas in order to identi-

fy each alphabetic letter or numeric digit. When a character 

is recognized, it is converted into an ASCII code. 

  
 

Figure 5. Image spam & extracted text from image 
 

C. Preprocessing of Data 
 

    Stemming is the process of moving any word to its root 

value. Some steps of this process are: 

 Remove the plurals and  -ed or –ing suffixes 

 Deal with suffixes , -full, -ness etc.  

 Take off  -ant, -ence etc. 

 

 

Figure 6. Stop words and Stemmed words 

 

    Many words in natural language occur with high frequen-

cy but have low information content, such as ”a,” ”an,” 

”the,” and most prepositions and conjunctions can be re-

moved with the assumption that no serious loss of infor-

mation will occur. These so called stop words are specified 

in a list and can be removed from the token stream. 

 

http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/bit-map
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D. Probability Calculation 

 
    Term Frequency is the frequent measure of the occurrence 

of a term in a document. It is possible that a term would ap-

pear much more times in long documents than shorter ones, 

since every document is different in length.  Thus, the term 

frequency is often divided by the document length.    
 

 
 

Figure 7. Calculated Probability 

 

E. Weight Measure 

 
    A weight document is the heart of our system. The fully 

updated weight document can make this system stronger. 

The weights are assigned in between 0 to1 for the spam 

words and 0 to -1 for the non-spam words. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Assigned Weights 

 

Thus the actual weight of each term will be calculated as: 

ACTUAL_WEIGHT (T) = WEIGHT (T) * PROBABILITY (T)           (1) 

Where T is the term considered 

 

F. Classification using ANN 

 

    The learning of Artificial Neural Network fully super-

vised. The inputs are provided to the ANN for which there is 

a prominent answer. Hence it is required to check whether 

the  network  has made a correct guess or not. If the incor-

rect guess is made, the network learns from its mistake and 

adjust its weights. 

 

    With the help of sign activation function, the output will 

be either -1 or 1.  The input data will be classified according 

to the sign of the output. The output function will be: 

 
 SUM= W1*T1 +W2*T2 +W3*T3 ………Wn*Tn  + Bias_value          (2) 

If the sum is positive it is classified as +1 and the negative 

sum is classified as -1. 

 
Figure 9: ANN perceptron 

 
The Bias value is taken between 0 to 1. It is fixed to 0.5. 

 

                       Error = Desired_value – Guessed_value      (3)  

    Here to adjust the perceptron’s weight error is the deter-

mining factor. The error is 0 if the perceptron’s guessed  

answer equals the desired answer. The error is -2 if the de-

sired answer is -1 and guessed is +1. Similarly the error be-

comes +2 if the desired and guessed answer is +1 and -1 

respectively. 

   

 
Figure 10. Sample Output 

 

Conclusion 

 
    In this paper, we have presented a method to filter text 

spam and image spam by assigning negative and positive 

weights to the words based on their probability of being 

promotional or non-promotional word. To fight against spam 
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is a difficult problem for the entire world. The advent of 

image spam is one more challenge for the majority of inter-

net users. Image spam erodes the limited network resources, 

and brings troubles to people. The war between spam and 

anti-spam filters is growing rapidly. Therefore, we should 

search for the preventive measures, and at the same time we 

should also predict the evolution trend of spam as the image 

spam is not the last variant of spam.  
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